Supplementary information
. Qualitative LC/MS/MS results for analysis of the degraded RED-106 linker/payload and the surrogate small molecule conjugates. LC/MS/MS revealed identical conjugatable modifications in the surrogate conjugates and in aldehyde tag containing peptides from digests of the ADC, including full chromatographic resolution for all four expected isobaric (same mass) stereoisomers arising from the 2 fGly and 2 fGly-HIPS stereocenters in (D) for each of the following (from left to right): RED-106-, RED-106(-CH2)-, RED-106(-N1C1O2H3)-andRED-106(-H2O)-modified SMARTag ® peptides. Strong evidence for the assignment of each chromatographic peak is provided by the consistent isotopic envelopes shown above each extracted ion chromatogram. The structure shown illustrates the position of the fGly and fGly-HIPS stereocenters relative to the peptide backbone in RED-106-modified SMARTag ® peptides and conjugation-related modifications of these peptides.
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